
The Anglican Church of the Good Shepherd presents their 

 
Time, Talent, and Treasure 

Live Auction 
Wildwood Community Centre:  4411 Spruce Drive SW, Calgary 

Friday, October 25 at 7:00 p.m. 
 

Please note: the majority of these offerings needed to be redeemed 
on or before October 25, 2020; in other words, within the year. 

 
Art/Classes 
Art: Every Year the Salmon Come Back (Value $75)                                                              Barb and Al Millar 
Matted reproduction of a Robert Davidson (Master Haida artist) original 
 
Art: An Owl ($250 – $350)                                                                                                                      Anonymous                                                                                                                                        
Matted and framed limited edition print by Janet Mitchell. Signed, titled, numbered 14/22. Print is 
initialed by the artist. 
 
Art: Les Invalides ($150 - $200)                                                                                                                   Pat Muir 
Colour lithograph (E.A. 28/30) by Henry Mitchell from the Paris 2000 “Luxe Collection of 20 lithographs 
numbered 1/30 to 30/30. An information card will accompany this lithograph. 
 
Art: Morning ($100 - $150) 
Colour etching by Vivienne B. Kubrik. Signed, titled, dated and numbered 2/10. Framed and double 
matted. 
 
Art: Acrylic Flowers ($50)                                                                                                                  Joan Embleton 
Stylized flowers in acrylic and on canvas, framed. 
 
Art: Islas Canarias (Value $45)                                                                                                    Barb and Al Millar  
Matted original watercolour and ink by Gsano Henry 

Art: La Noce (The Wedding) ($100 - $200)                                                                                                Pat Muir 
Pointillism-style acrylic on canvas board by Teresa Recalde. Signed, titled and dated verso. 
 
Art: Blue Bird (Value $30) 
Numbered (36/300) and matted ink and pencil reproduction by Robert Calumet            Barb and Al Millar 
 
Art: Runners ($100 - $150)                                                                                                                            Pat Muir 
Unframed colour silk screen limited edition 208/225 by Terry Rose. Signed and numbered. 



Art: Shore Bird ($50) 
Framed original featuring shell, stone and bark by PEI artist Niki Heddle.                          Barb and Al Millar 
 
Art: Unique Photo Cards (Value $50)                  Gretchen McKay 
Original photographs crafted into beautiful quality cards suitable for any occasion. 
 
Art: Exaltation (Value $40)                                       Lori Limacher 
Double matted and framed numbered print (216/250) of original colour etching (intaglio and embossed) 
by Mathias Muleme. Signed, titled and dated 1991 
 
Art: The Dance Lesson (Value $40)                        Lori Limacher 
Double matted and framed numbered print (56/250) of original colour etching (intaglio and embossed) 
by Mathias Muleme. Signed, titled and dated 1993 
 
Creative Journaling (Value $130)                                  Kathie MacDuff 
A six week class (time to be determined) at the Good Shepherd Art Studio. Includes a journal and class 
supplies.  
 
Self-Compassion Art Workshop ($500)                Dorothy Mackintosh, Kaleidoscope Art Therapy 
Dorothy and Kaleidoscope Art Studio open the doors to you and five of your friends or family members 
for three hours to explore, under the guidance of a professional art therapist, what self-compassion can 
mean in our everyday lives. No art experience necessary! Scheduling to be mutually agreed upon: 
evenings or Saturdays work best.  
 
Sip ‘n Dip Watercolour Fun ($250)                                     Karin Huehold/Huehold Arts 
Is it time for a little painting party for you and three of your friends? It is well recognized that painting is 
uplifting for the body, mind and spirit. If you are looking for a fun, creative and entertaining way to get 
together with friends, this is it. You supply the friends, food and sips and Karin will supply all the art 
supplies, information, inspiration and endeavour to be entertaining too! Fun and easy! Sip n’ Dip 
watercolour painting party is 2 hours long. All artist quality art supplies included. A mutually agreeable 
date and time to be determined. Your place or mine. This certificate is valid for one year after date of 
purchase. 
 

Dining/Food 
Homesteader Basket (Value $75...but probably more)                             Rae Eyers 
Enjoy a nutritious blast from the past with this homemade basket of preserves, baked goods and more! 
You will receive a couple of different jams and jellies, choke cherry syrup, apple sauce, pickles, zucchini 
relish, mustard, a loaf of home baked bread and, to top it off, home churned butter. Can you say 
delicious? 
 
Barbeque Bounty ($150)                   Suzan Wakeman 
Tools, Woodengrill Cleaner, BBQ Sauce and a $100 Co-op Foods Gift Certificate so you can purchase 
your favourite BBQ foods. 
 
Wine and Cheese (Value $150)                                           Kathie and Kevin MacDuff 
Natural wood cheese board and matching cutter along with a hand-painted one of a kind wine carrier. 
Complete with an aged cheddar and _____ wine! 



Gift Certificates for every palate...great as gifts ($360 total)    Cheryl Horrey 
For the discerning: Sauce Italian Market on 17th Ave.  $60 
For the dining: LeVilla Steakhouse   $100 
For the family: 5 x $20 GC’s at Wendy’s   $100 
             5 x $10 GC’s at McDonalds  $50 
For the busy: Boston Pizza (off of Bow Trail)  $50 
Can be auctioned individually or as a bundle. 
 
Christmas Cookie Platter ($45.00)                                                                                                        Holly Young 
Too busy to do Christmas baking?  Enjoy a platter of delicious, homemade Christmas cookies!  This 
beautiful platter will include 2 dozen each of the following types of cookies:  Chocolate Crinkles, Soft 
Ginger, Festive Merengues and the delectable, melt-in-your-mouth Shortbread for a total of 8 dozen 
cookies!  Made with love, these cookies are sure to warm your hearts this Christmas season. Cookies will 
be baked and delivered within Calgary on an agreed upon date in December.   
 

Entertainment 
An Evening of Music ($200)             Jeremy Clark 
A package of two tickets to one of Canada’s most celebrated live music ensembles, the Calgary 
Philharmonic. Receive two Price Category A vouchers to redeem for any of their shows up to June 2020. 
Schedule of shows available and Jeremy can advise what you might enjoy based on the music you like! 
 
An Evening of Music, Dinner and Friends ($800)           Jeremy Clark  
A package of four tickets to one of Canada’s most celebrated live music ensembles, the Calgary 
Philharmonic. Receive four Price Category A vouchers to redeem for any of their shows up to June 2020. 
Schedule of shows available and Jeremy can advise what you might enjoy based on the music you like! 
ALSO included is a $400 gift certificate to Centini’s Restaurant and Lounge located at 160 – 8 Avenue S.E., 
kitty corner to the Jack Singer Concert Hall. Enjoy modern Italian fine dining at its best before or after the 
show. 

 
Gifts 
Cookbook Gift Basket (Value $40)          Donna Wilson 
Hardcover copy of the popular “Calgary Cooks Cookbook: Recipes from the City’s Top Ten Chefs 
published in 2014. This includes the main ingredients for the amazing kale Caesar Salad, tested and 
enjoyed by the donor! 
 
Food for Talk: A Little Box of Wisdom ($25)      Kathie MacDuff 
A unique box set of cards featuring inspirational quotes and other wisdom along with a question or two 
to facilitate family discussions. These cards can also be used as journal prompts! 
 
Hand-bound Watercolour Booklet with Mini Paintings ($125)       Karin Huehold/Huehold Arts 
One of a kind miniature booklet, hand-tinted and bound incorporating a unique origami fold. The covers 
are beautifully embellished.  Inside you will find 6 mini original paintings by Calgary artist Karin 
Huehold.   Yours to treasure or to share. 
 
 
 



Bushnell Reflector Telescope ($100)        Jennifer Sharman and Angela 
Large high quality beginner’s telescope; older model stored carefully in the packing box for years and only 
brought to light for this auction. A reflector telescope has a large tube with 4.5 inch mirror which reflects 
the night sky. The Bushnell 675 x 4.5 inch reflector telescope has all the dials and knobs to make small 
adjustments while viewing. This enables the purchaser to enjoy use of an equatorial mount, rack and 
pinion mechanism and fine adjustment cables. Comes with 2 - 20mm lenses, which are good for viewing 
larger areas of the sky, planets and of course the moon.  Even though Bushnell no longer makes 
telescopes, the lenses are removable and could be changed to a larger magnification as skill improves. 
The tripod is very well built and easily stabilizes the large telescope all the attachments and its heavy 
counterweight.  
 
Anglican prayer beads                     ($80)                                                                                   Margaret Hogarth 
and book entitled “Praying with Beads”  
Grey Tiger Eye 8 mm beads separated by Czech glass beads set off by larger Tiger Iron ovals and finished 
with a black enameled steel cross.  Book “Praying with Beads” describes the Anglican rosary. “How to”  
instructions are followed by distinct Biblical prayers for each week of the Christian calendar arranged for 
use in Morning, Noon and Evening devotions.   
 
Anglican wooden prayer beads  
and book entitled “The Anglican Rosary Prayer Book ($45)             Margaret Hogarth 
Blue and mid-tone brown wooden beads separated by Czech glass beads and finished with a copper 
cross. Book “Anglican Rosary Prayer Book” describes the symbolism of the Anglican rosary. “How to” 
instructions are followed by suggested prayers for Morning and Evening prayer, for seasons of the 
Christian calendar. Also included are selections by key pray-ers of history.  
 
Half-set of Anglican prayer beads  
and pamphlet of instructions on how to pray with beads ($25)             Margaret Hogarth 
Semi-precious natural brown opal 8 mm beads separated by Czech glass beads set off by matching tone 
rocks and finished with a simple silver-coloured cross. Instructions include suggested prayers for use with 
the beads. 
 
Half-set of Anglican prayer beads     
and pamphlet of instructions on how to pray with beads ($25)                                         Margaret Hogarth 
Semi-precious natural brown opal 8 mm beads separated by Czech glass beads set off by matching tone 
rocks and finished with a simple silver-coloured cross. Instructions include suggested prayers for use 
with the beads. 
 
Christmas Basket with five Christmas Favourite Books ($85)                                                  Nonie Johnston 
Enjoy, give as a gift or both...five heart-warming seasonal reads. 
 
Tea Set and more (Unknown)                                                                                                                 Anonymous 
Unique, decorative Asian tea, sake and soup set complete with spoons. 

Hand-crafted/Quilted 
Hand-Quilted Table Runner ($150)       Julie Astalnok 
Handmade with love just for the auction, this beautiful runner sparkles in brilliant blues of every shade. 
 



Quilted Cat Duffle Bag (Value $100)                            Kathie and Kevin MacDuff 
One of a kind handmade 100% Cotton quilted duffle bag purchased from the Ujamma Grandmas. Purr-
fect for cat lovers of all ages! 
 
Quilted Music Print Professional Tote (Value $250)                                                                        Betty Tobias 
Lovingly designed one of a kind beautifully handcrafted just for this event professional tote complete with 
a multitude of pockets, zippered and pull tie and a strap to place over rolling luggage to hold it in place. 
Inside features a center divided zippered pocket large enough to hold files and papers. Lots of room to 
carry a lap top and more pockets for what you need to carry. Use it for crafts, a diaper bag, business, travel 
and more! 
 
Blooming Baby Blanket ($250)                   Cheryl Baharally 
Uniquely quilted baby blanket...ready to become a family heirloom! 
 
Professional Handmade Bag ($80)                  Nita Ross 
One of a kind! Needs to be seen to be appreciated! 
 
Handmade Queen Size Rag Quilt with Matching Bed Skirt (Value $425)                      Sandy Harty 
Shades of gray to fit every décor...must be seen to be appreciated! Finished size is 90’ x 108”. Incredible, 
beautiful and made with love. 

 
Quilted Blue and Green Batik Print Professional Tote (Value $250)                                             Betty Tobias 
Lovingly designed one of a kind beautifully handcrafted just for this event professional tote complete with 
a multitude of pockets, zippered and pull tie and a strap to place over rolling luggage to hold it in place. 
Inside features a center divided zippered pocket large enough to hold files and papers. Lots of room to 
carry a lap top and more pockets for what you need to carry. Use it for crafts, a diaper bag, business, travel 
and more! 
 

Retreats/Holidays 

Rosen Lake Retreat (Value $600)                             Nonie and Chris Johnston 
Two nights’ accommodation in a luxury cottage located in East Kootenay at Rosen Lake, a 4 hour drive 
from Calgary, halfway between Fernie and Cranbrook off Highway 3. Three bedroom, 3 bathroom, walk 
out basement, gas stove, fridge, dishwasher and gas fireplace. Ten minutes away is the Jaffray Pub and 
two gas stations with sundries. Groceries available in Fernie and Cranbrook. The property is 2 hours to 
Whitefish, Montana ski hill; one hour to Kimberley ski hill; and 40 minutes to Fernie Ski Hill. There can be 
snowshoeing and cross country skiing on the lake. Please provide your own equipment. Dates of use are 
subject to approval by owners.  
 
Dunedin, Florida Condo Holiday (Value $ 1000.00)                                                        Coral and Gord Turner  
One week accommodation in a cozy two bedroom condo, includes use of complex pool and clubhouse. 
Dates to be mutually agreed upon. Located in Dunedin, one hour drive from Tampa (TPA Airport). Home 
of the Blue Jays Spring Training. Just minutes north of Clearwater Beach and the famous Honeymoon 
Island, deemed ‘US Beach of the Year’ numerous times. Close to gold courses. Twenty minutes’ walk to 
waterfront, cafes, shopping, restaurants etc.                                                                  
 

 



Services 
Car Detailing Certificate (Value $220)                                                         Bask Ventures Inc. (Noel Millions) 
Complete car detail excluding engine. Exterior wash and wax. Interior vacuum, shampoo, leather 
treatment and windows. Includes pick-up and delivery of your vehicle. Appointment made on mutually 
agreeable time. 

Pet/Animal Care ($200)                Kathy Kibblewhite 
Weekend pet care in YOUR home OR dog walking (10 times, minimum ½ hour each time).  Vast experience 
with all of God’s creatures. Can also bring Dremel for dog nails and can clip cat claws. References available. 
 
Myers Briggs Personality Testing (Value $200)               Rev. Susan Brandt 
Fun and interactive personality testing and interpretation for two people (friend, family member, partner, 
spouse etc.) offered by a qualified therapist. Two meetings required. 
 
Hair Styling at its best ($300)             Brittiny Simi 
The art studio’s most famous hair stylist, Brittiny Simi, is offering a cut and style complete with highlights 
and a basket full of goodies to compliment your hair. Brittiny is located in Headscapes Salon in Marda 
Loop. 
 
Exterior Residential Window Washing ($150)                                                                                     Josh Young 
Enjoy pristine views out of your windows with a spectacular window washing experience! Not only will 
you get squeaky-clean windows, you won’t have to haul out your ladder or risk falling! Josh Young will 
come to your house at a mutually agreed upon date and wash all the exterior windows of your house.  
Using an extendable pole (from 76" to 16'), you won’t need to worry about big clunky ladders in your 
flower beds or scratches on the side of your home. Your windows will become sparkling clean with use of 
a micro-fibre washing pad and then squeaky dry with the rubber squeegee. Due to pole limitations, 
windows no higher than the 2nd storey can be cleaned.   
 
Couple’s Tax Return Preparation ($600)                                            Rebecca Obodo, CPA, CA 
Personal tax preparation for one couple by an experienced Chartered Accountant. Up to ten tax slips each. 
If either person has sold marketable equities from within a non-registered account, they must provide 
cost base and proceeds of all securities sold (or a Realized Gains Loss report). If either person has self-
employment income, they must provide a summary of revenues and categories of all expenses. 
Tax returns will be prepared on information provided and will be electronically filed with the Canada 
Revenue Agency. Any requests or questions raised by CRA subsequent to the tax filing will also be followed 
up with by the CA. 
 

Sports 
Virtual Track Day on a Personal Simulator (Value $250)                     Rev. Derwyn Costinak 
Have you ever wanted to drive a race car, but could never afford to do it for real? Here is your opportunity 
to have a virtual experience of that dream! The day will begin with a classroom session about the science 
and art of performance driving, followed by familiarization with the triple-screen, force feedback 
simulator using the iRacing software (the same software used in the Rec Room and the Race Room here 
in Calgary). You will be registered with your own iRacing account and will be introduced to the Mazda MX-
5 Cup car with a minimum of 3 hours of track time ahead of you. The goal is to get you into wheel-to-
wheel racing before the day is done! 



The day will progress with 20-30 minute private on-track sessions with coaching and demonstrations 
throughout. Refreshments will be provided to keep your energy up. Once you are confident with the car 
and the track, you’ll enter online practice sessions with other cars (with real human beings driving them) 
to compare your performance with other drivers. And once you feel comfortable with driving in that 
setting, you’ll enter online 10-minute races against other drivers of similar skill for the closest thing to real 
racing you can have without actually getting into a real car on a real track! 
Booking your virtual track day is easy: contact Derwyn and work out a convenient day and time. Setting 
aside a 5-hour block in the day will guarantee the 3 hours of track time with room for breaks, coaching, 
and food. And if you’re having tons of fun and want to keep going, extending your time is not a problem 
(schedule permitting). You can even try out other cars and tracks in solo practice sessions. For more info 
about iRacing itself, check out www.iracing.com.   Photo available. 

He Shoots, He Scores! (Value $200)                  Coline Dirkse and Arlie Mahood 
Everything hockey including a men’s pair of size 11 skates, Hitmen tickets (2) and other Hitmen 
promotional items. Can you say “Eh?” 
 
You Know You Wanna...Wrestle (Value $175)         Cody MacMillan (aka Cody Chimera) 
Four tickets to a Real Canadian Wrestling event (Friday night), photo op with tag team champ Cody 
Chimera and other wrestling memorabilia. Two weeks lead time appreciated to arrange for tickets. 
 
Woman’s Right Hand Golf Club Set ($295)       Marilyn Lepan 
Brand new pink Precise Golf Bag with stand and shoulder strap. Six Precise ML55 Irons and putter. Three 
ML55 Woods and matching head covers. 
 

Walks/Hikes 
Guided Nature Tour ($100)                                                                                                                   Ellen Gasser 
Two hour guided nature walk in your choice of Edworthy Park, Weaselhead, or Griffiths Woods.  Learn 
about the plants and animals that inhabit these special places and some of the history of the area.  Your 
choice of season and mutually agreed upon time; evenings and weekends preferred and not available 
during May. Up to 10 people. Meet at the designated location. Ellen Gasser is a former Wildlife Biologist, 
a birdwatcher, historian and has spent her career in Interpretation. She has worked in Provincial Parks, 
museums, interpretive centers, the Calgary Zoo etc. and currently is the Public Programming Coordinator 
at Heritage Park.  
 
Downtown walking sculptures tour and lunch for four (Value: $160)                               Jennifer Sharman 
Walking tour of numerous downtown sculptures given by experienced hiker.  The walking portion of the 
tour is approximately four hours long depending on the walkers and lunch will be provided mid-tour. 
Donor/tour guide has given a number of tours to visitors and is knowledgeable about all the downtown 
sculptures. Guests gave rave reviews as to the thoroughness and enjoyment of their tours.  
The lunch budget is $20.00 per person and will be on Stephens Ave at James Joyce Irish Pub. There are 
numerous lunch selections within the budget; some examples are Irish Potato Boxty, Fish and chips, Lamb 
stew and Shepherd’s Pie. As the meals are close to $20.00 you should bring extra money if you wish to 
indulge in a foamy Kilkenny or Guinness beverage to replace the coffee provided. 
For those bidding on this item, I highly recommend treating yourself and your out-of-town guests to an 
individualized tour and unique experience. You will increase your appreciation of the sculptures when in 
the downtown area. Following the tour, a keepsake map will be provided to the purchaser. Average fitness 

http://www.iracing.com/


with no walking limitations is recommended for a very enjoyable outing. Date and time of tour is to be 
agreed upon mutually.  

 
Rummel Lake Hike (Value $200)                                  Al Millar 
Your own personally guided hike for four people which will take approximately four hours. Located in 
Kananaskis Country on the breath-taking Smith Dorrien/Spray Lakes Trail; 10. 2 km return with 396 m of 
elevation gain. This is bear country so no dogs please. Best timing is July, August or September and it is 
quite busy on weekends. Dress for all weather and bring your own lunch and water. 
 

 


